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# Type Question Response 

1 

Generic  

Section 3.1: 

Please clarify the missing wording in the second paragraph of the ‘Further 

Conditions’ section as shown below: 

 

This is a typing error, should read (e.g. CVs or references). 

2 Generic 

Section 4.7 & 5.7:  

Please clarify that all consortium partners would be paid separately and directly 

by CT? 

CT would expect one partner in the consortium to be the 

lead party who we would pay upon project milestone 

completion and it would be up to the lead party to distribute 

payments to the consortium. 

3 Generic  Section 4.8: 

Are the in-person monthly meetings with Carbon Trust compulsory in person 

attendance for all parties within a consortium? Would remote attendance 

bepossible for some/all members of the consortium? 

Most meetings will be via teams, any travel would be 

arranged in advance and expenses would be approved for 

this. 

4 
Generic  Section 4.24: 

CT would consider such a proposal if the benefit was 

deemed significant enough. 



 

 

Would any allowances be made by CT to extend the contract period, within the 

allowable budget, if this were to allow any significant or beneficial output to the 

project to be introduced at a late stage? 
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